
May 26, 2010 

 

Comments from the United Kingdom 

IFC's Thailand Renewable Energy Accelerator Program 

 
 
Dear both, 

  
Apologies, I mean to add that depending on when you are able to respond to the below, this may effect 
our ability to meet the deadline. 

  
Regards, 

  
Phil 
 

From: Phil Lewis  
Sent: 26 May 2010 12:27 

To: 'cifadminunit@worldbank.org'; elamrani@affaires-generales.gov.ma; esaboia@worldbank.org; 
frank.fass-metz@bmz.bund.de; jusmani@worldbank.org; syang@worldbank.org; 

mhammam@mic.gov.eg; ozgur.pehlivan@hazine.gov.tr; hiroshi.takami@mof.go.jp; 

Vanesa.alvarez@meh.es; william.pizer@do.treas.gov; zfakir@deat.gov.za; Cyril.Rousseau@dgtpe.fr; 
Gregory Briffa; anders.wahlberg@foreign.ministry.se; jean-bernard.carrasco@ausaid.gov.au; 

vicfodeke@gmail.com; 'Lisa Da Silva' 
Cc: amontalvo@mma.es; ana.devicente@meh.es; beth.urbanas@do.treas.gov; 

carlos_delgado@hacienda.gob.mx; claudia_grayeb@hacienda.gob.mx; czou@worldbank.org; 

daniel.riley@do.treas.gov; Deborah.Fulton@ausaid.gov.au; Frederick_Jeske-
Schonhoven/Person/World_Bank_EDs@worldbank.org; hannah.ryder@decc.gsi.gov.uk; 

johannes.feist@kfw.de; James.Kapsis@do.treas.gov; keisuke.sasaki@mof.go.jp; 
klaus.wardenbach@bmz.bund.de; ytakamura@worldbank.org; melissa.tipping@ausaid.gov.au; 

mgarciajauregui@worldbank.org; qhamad@worldbank.org; sandrine.de-guio@dgtpe.fr; 
serkan.ata@hazine.gov.tr; sisaksson@worldbank.org; tanakaj@ebrd.com; Vicky Seymour; 

wangzhongjing@mof.gov.cn; Katharine.thoday@decc.gsi.gov.uk; mkakihara@worldbank.org; 

shoko.ikarashi@mof.go.jp; Simon Ratcliffe; Laure Beaufils; karin.spranger@kfw.de; 
Ksierra@worldbank.org; jwalters@worldbank.org; ruth.abad@meh.es; 

kenneth.mollersten@energimyndigheten.se; Remy.rioux@dgtpe.fr; touzani@affaires-generales.gov.ma; 
Anna Bobin; kenneth.mollersten@energimyndigheten.se; anja.tolonen@foreign.ministry.se; 

forestierp@afd.fr; CIF_MDB_Core_List@worldbank.org; MDB-CTF@worldbank.org; 

CIF_AU_Team@worldbank.org; Tim.Suljada@ausaid.gov.au; tomas.danestad@foreign.ministry.se; 
annette.windmeisser@bmz.bund.de; gregor.mckirdy@decc.gsi.gov.uk; Michael Anderson; 

ricardo_ochoa@hacienda.gob.mx; Ulf.Moslener@kfw.de 
Subject: RE: IFC's Response to the UK Questions - IFC's Thailand Renewable Energy Accelerator 

Program 
 
Dear Patricia, 

  
Many thanks for responses to the questions we raised regarding the Thailand Renewable Energy 
Accelerator Programme. 

  
We had one more questions from the UK before we can signal our approval  or otherwise.  

  



Whilst we understand that CTF funding is not expected to be subordinated, as the proposal seeks to 
retain flexibility to use subordinated debt structures without the need for re-approval by the Trust Fund 
Committee we need to ensure that the reasoning is robust enough to cover this eventuality.   

  
Would you be able to confirm a cap which we could set for the maximum amount of CTF funding for the 
Thailand programme which could be used in a subordinated position?  If this cap needed to be exceeded, 
then this would need to be brought before the Trust Fund Committee for justification and re-approval.  
The current proposal that 1 in 4 projects may need to rely on subordinated debt is not satisfactory from 
our perspective, because the size of CTF financing used in subordinated position would obviously depend 
on the size of the project. Thus, if there were 3 small projects without subordination and 1 large one with, 
quite a substantive share of CTF financing may be exposed to subordination. It would be more helpful if 
we could set an indicative cap on subordinated funds - say, 25% of the project. Would this work? 

  
Regards, 
 

Phil 


